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ALEKSANDR MIKHAILOVICH ZAITSEV (1841-1910)

Markovnikov's Conservative Contemporary

David E. Lewis, South Dakota State University

Most students in organic chemistry today are familiar
with Saytzeff's Rule for elimination reactions, although
few, if any are aware of the Russian chemist, Aleksandr
Mikhailovich Zaitsev (1841-19I0), for whom it is
named. In part, this may be due to the lack of western
sources concerning his life. All the biographical mate-
rial available on Zaitsev is in Russian (1, 2) with the
exception of two German sources—the brief death no-
tice in Berichte (3a) and the minimal information in
Poggendorffs biographical bibliography (3b)—and two
brief surveys of his work in English—the recent thesis
by Brooks (3c) and a survey paper in J. Chem. Educ.
(3d).

Zaitsev was born in Kazan' to a mercantile family
that had lived in the region since the time of Ivan the
Terrible (1533-1584), and there is evidence that the
Zaitsev family had been agents of commerce between
the Russian Empire and the Orient since that time. His
father, Mikhail Savvich Zaitsev, had two sons by his
first wife and three sons, of whom Aleksandr was the
middle one, by his second wife, Natalie Vasil'evna
Lyapunova. A merchant with control over the tea and
sugar trade, Mikhail Savvich Zaitsev resolved early that
his son should join the mercantile guilds and follow in
his footsteps. However, Zaitsev's maternal uncle, the
astronomer Mikhail Vasil'evich Lyapunov (later Pro-
fessor of Astronomy at Kazan' University), persuaded
his brother-in-law that young Aleksandr should attend
the university, instead. Accordingly, Aleksandr was en-
rolled in the Gymnasium.

Founded in 1804, Kazan' University was the east-
ernmost outpost of Russian higher education during the
nineteenth century, and yet by the middle of the nine-
teenth century it had assumed a pre-eminent position in
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Russian organic chemistry despite its provincial loca-
tion and status. This ascendancy of the chemistry de-
partment of Kazan' University was achieved under the
guidance of such luminaries as Nikolai Nikolaevich
Zinin (1812-I880), Karl Karlovich Klaus (1796-1864),
and Aleksandr Mikhailovich Butlerov (1828-1886), and
it was maintained under such renowned chemists as
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Vladimir Vasil'evich Markovnikov (1838-I904),
Zaitsev himself, and Aleksandr Erminingel'dovich
Arbuzov (1877-1968).

In 1858, following his graduation from the Gym-
nasium, Zaitsev entered Kazan' University as a stu-
dent in economic science in the Faculty of Law. At
that time, all students entering the Faculty of Law were
required to pass a qualifying examination in Latin.
Because there were no classes in Latin at the Gymna-
sium, Lyapunov himself had taught the young
Aleksandr the Latin which he needed to pass the en-
trance examinations. At that time, also, all students in
the Faculty of Law
were required to pass
two years of chemistry
in order to graduate. It
was while taking these
required chemistry
courses that the young
Zaitsev came under the
influence of one of the
greatest organic chem-
ists produced by Rus-
s i a —Aleksandr
Mikhailovich
Butlerov. By the time
that he had graduated,
Zaitsev was no longer
an economist, but a
committed chemist.
Zaitsev graduated with
his degree in economic
science in 1862.

Up to this time
Russian tradition pre-
scribed a fairly rigid
course of action fol-
lowing graduation.
The most immediate concern for most students was to
remain in Russia to write the dissertation for the de-
gree of Kandidat, without which one could not obtain
a salaried position as a laboratory assistant. Today, the
degree of Kandidat at most Russian universities is the
approximate equivalent of the Ph.D.; in the nineteenth
century, however, it was somewhere between a mod-
ern master's degree and a modern Ph.D. Following
graduation with the degree of Kandidat, most students
studied abroad for two to three years, then returned to
Russia to submit a dissertation for the degree of Mas-
ter of Chemistry (the minimum qualification for ob-
taining a teaching post at a university). In order to ob-
tain the rank of Professor at a university, one needed
the degree of Doctor of Chemistry, which necessitated

the submission and defense of a dissertation, as well as
passing an examination over every area of chemistry.

For whatever reason, whether from impatience and
a desire to study under the best in Europe or simply
because he did not think ahead about his financial secu-
rity on his return to Russia, Zaitsev chose to ignore these
traditions; this very nearly proved to be a fatal mistake.
Immediately after his graduation from Kazan' Univer-
sity he left for Germany, where he entered the labora-
tory of Hermann Kolbe at the University of Marburg.
In 1863, after his first year with Kolbe, Zaitsev submit-
ted a dissertation to Kazan' University for the degree of

Kandidat. This 76-
page hand-written
dissertation was
entitled, "The
Theoretical Views
of Kolbe on the
Rational Consti-
tution of Organic
Compounds and
Their Relation-
ship with Inor-
ganic Com-
pounds." It con-
tained an over-
view of Kolbe's
version of struc-
tural theory
(Kolbe viewed
the term "chemi-
cal structure" as
specious, and he
eschewed it in fa-
vor of "rational
constitution")
that had led him
to predict the ex-

istence of, among other compounds, the tertiary alcohols.
Ironically, it was Butlerov who was the primary exam-
iner of this dissertation. As one of the developers of the
modern structural theory of organic chemistry, and as
the chemist who first synthesized tert-butyl alcohol (4),
thus confirming Kolbe's predictions, Butlerov was inti-
mately acquainted with Kolbe's views (and opposed to
them). Unfortunately for Zaitsev, the dissertation was
neither well written nor novel—Butlerov characterized
it as "a poor rendering of the German"—and the degree
was not awarded.

Zaitsev's studies continued uninterrupted at
Marburg until August, I864. At Marburg, he studied the
chemistry of organic sulfur compounds. He made the
first of his major discoveries—the sulfoxides, whose
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existence and formation he reported in a series of pa-
pers (5) during the last half of the 1860's—while study-
ing the oxidation of organic sulfides by nitric acid. Dur-
ing the 1864-1865 academic year (August 1864-April
1865), Zaitsev moved to Paris, where he studied under
Charles Adolphe Wurtz at the Université de Paris. His
work at Paris, primarily concerned with the reactions
of carboxylic acid derivatives (6, 7), was subsequently
the basis of his successful dissertation for the degree
of Kandidat (8).

In May, 1865, Zaitsev returned to Marburg to be
greeted by the news that Kolbe had accepted the Chair
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of Chemistry at the University of Leipzig. Choosing
not to follow his mentor to his new post, Zaitsev re-
turned to Russia. Here he was unable to work as a sala-
ried laboratory assistant because he lacked the degree
of Kandidat. This did not deter Zaitsev, who immedi-
ately offered his services "as a private individual" an
unpaid, unofficial laboratory assistant—to Butlerov. He
quickly impressed his mentor, who urged him to write
his dissertation for the degree of Kandidat. In 1865, he
submitted his dissertation, "Concerning
Diamidosalicylic Acid," based on the results of his two
semesters of work in Wurtz' laboratory. The papers de-

scribing this work appeared in both French and Ger-
man the same year (6). The degree was awarded and,
thanks to the support of Butlerov, Zaitsev obtained a
position as laboratory assistant in agronomy in I866.
The university also committed the direction of the labo-
ratories in agronomic chemistry to him.

In order to teach at Kazan', Zaitsev needed a de-
gree beyond the Kandidat. The expected degree was
the Master of Chemistry degree, but it would require
two years of study beyond the Kandidat before he could
submit a Master's dissertation. Therefore, once again
in defiance of Russian tradition, he wrote up the re-
sults of his Marburg work and sent them to Kolbe at
Leipzig in the form of a PhD. dissertation (9). In 1866
he was granted the degree of Ph.D. by the University
of Leipzig (one may speculate on the extent to which
Kolbe's influence affected this outcome). Herein may
also lie some of the origins of the disdain of
Markovnikov, Butlerov's student and successor at
Kazan', towards Zaitsev. When Zaitsev submitted his
Ph.D. dissertation to the University of Leipzig,
Markovnikov, who was an ardently nationalistic Rus-
sian, was a senior student in Kolbe's laboratories, and
probably privy to the fact that Zaitsev had once again
flouted Russian tradition by applying for a doctoral
degree from a foreign university.

The work for which Zaitsev was awarded the Ph.D.
by Leipzig appeared the same year as a paper in Liebigs
Annnalen with the same title, "Ueber eine neue Reihe
organischer Schwefelverbindungen." He completed his
dissertation for the degree of Master of Chemistry, "On
the Action of Nitric Acid on Certain Organic Com-
pounds of Divalent Sulfur and on a New Series of Or-
ganic Sulfur Compounds Obtained from this Reaction,"
in the first half of I867 (I0). Initially, several members
of the faculty of the University did not want to permit
Zaitsev to submit the dissertation because he already
held a doctoral degree from a foreign university (de-
spite the fact that foreign doctoral degrees were not
recognized in Russia at the time); it was only because
of Butlerov's intervention that he was permitted to do
so. He successfully defended the dissertation in Octo-
ber, 1868, and was awarded the degree that December.

In May, 1868, Butlerov accepted the chair of
Chemistry at St. Petersburg University. However, he
asked for and received permission to delay his depar-
ture from Kazan ' until January, 1869, to permit a
smooth transition of the chair to his successor and stu-
dent, Markovnikov. This delay proved to be critical for
Zaitsev's career. Since its earliest days, Kazan' Uni-
versity had two chairs, one in chemistry and one in
chemical technology. In the 1840's these two chairs
were occupied by Zinin, who discovered the first
method for the reduction of nitrobenzene to aniline,
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and Klaus, the discoverer of ruthenium; when Zinin
moved to St. Petersburg, his chair remained vacant.
When Klaus also left Kazan', Butlerov was appointed
as his sole successor.

Of course, when Butlerov announced that he was
to become the Professor of Chemistry at St. Petersburg,
Markovnikov (who had already substituted for his men-
tor while Butlerov was abroad defending his claims of
priority in developing the structural theory of organic
chemistry) quite rightly expected that he would become
the sole Professor of Chemistry at Kazan'. However,
Markovnikov was an irascible and prickly individual
whose politically progressive ideas did not sit well with
a conservative administration. Consequently, the admin-
istration delayed his inevitable appointment to the Chair
of Chemistry as long as possible. Indeed, there was suf-
ficient opposition to Markovnikov's appointment as
Butlerov's sole successor that the University decided
that both chairs of chemistry should be filled when
Butlerov left. Their first choice for the second chair
was another Butlerov student, Aleksandr Nikolaevich
Popov (1840-1881), who had written a brilliant master's
dissertation on structural theory under Markovnikov's
direction. The university administration may have
viewed Popov's friendship with Markovnikov as a po-
tential buffer between themselves and Markovnikov.
In I869, however, Popov accepted the Chair of Chem-
istry at the University of Warsaw and moved to Bonn
for advanced study under Kekulé in preparation to take
up his new post. This may actually have been fortunate
for Kazan' University for Popov's health was not ro-
bust, and he died before achieving anything further of
note (or for which he was given the appropriate recog-
nition, at least, as we shall see later).

This left Zaitsev, for whom Markovnikov had little
regard, as the next logical choice. As a political conser-
vative, Zaitsev had the support of the dean and the ad-
ministration, especially in the light of the very strong
recommendation which Butlerov wrote for him. In Janu-
ary, 1869, Zaitsev was elected unanimously to the Coun-
cil of Docents and appointed to the second chair of
chemistry. Following his appointment, Zaitsev taught
the public courses in organic and inorganic chemistry,
and the practicum in organic and analytical chemistry.
Markovnikov taught the special course in organic chem-
istry and the analytical and organic chemistry practicum
to his students.

Zaitsev quickly gathered a number of laboratory
assistants (although never as many as Markovnikov).
In September, I870, he defended his doctoral disserta-
tion, a two-part study entitled, "A New Method for Con-
verting a Fatty Acid into its Corresponding Alcohol.
Normal Butyl Alcohol (Propyl Carbinol) and its Con-
version to Secondary Butyl Alcohol (Methyl Ethyl

Carbinol) (1I)." Markovnikov — who had defended his
own dissertation in April, 1869, and had been appointed
Extraordinary (May, 1869) and then Ordinary (spring,
1870) Professor of Chemistry—was the primary re-
viewer of the dissertation. Overtly positive, albeit with
a very condescending tone towards the author,
Markovnikov's review of Zaitsev's dissertation was
meant to be read between the lines. This is in marked
contrast to Zaitsev's review of Markovnikov's own dis-
sertation, which contained high praise. Fortunately, the
faculty was aware of Markovnikov's antipathy towards
Zaitsev and of Butlerov's high opinion of him; so,
Markovnikov notwithstanding, Zaitsev was awarded the
doctor's degree and was appointed Extraordinary Pro-
fessor of Chemistry in November, 1870. One year later,
the dean nominated Zaitsev as a candidate for the rank
of Ordinary Professor of Chemistry, a post to which he
was elected in November, I871, in a 19-12 split vote.

It is very possible that Zaitsev's appointment as pro-
fessor—which Markovnikov had tried to prevent—was
one of the precipitating factors that led to Markovnikov's
rancorous departure from Kazan' University less than
six weeks later. Certainly, Zaitsev's I869 appointment
as his colleague had infuriated Markovnikov, who re-
fused to speak to his new colleague (in October, 1869,
he wrote to Butlerov, "With the departure of Popov I
am determined to speak to nobody. I see Zaitsev only
before his lectures ...") (12). After Markovnikov's de-
parture, Zaitsev assumed the direction of the chemistry
laboratories at Kazan' as Professor of Chemistry. It was
not until 1884 that Zaitsev obtained a colleague with
Professorial rank, when Flavian Mikhailovich Flavitskii
(1848-1917) —another Butlerov student—was appointed
to the vacant second chair of chemistry at Kazan' as
Professor of Inorganic Chemistry.

Most of Zaitsev's independent scientific work is
characterized by the extension of and continued devel-
opment of the ideas of his mentors, especially Butlerov;
and his career is usually associated with the continued
development of the Butlerov school at Kazan'. His ear-
liest independent work, however, owed more to the in-
fluence of Kolbe on his professional development. It
was a continuation of the work he had begun while a
student at Marburg, where he had discovered the sul-
foxides during his studies of the oxidation of thioethers.
Had the usefulness and versatility of these sulfur com-
pounds as synthetic intermediates been recognized dur-
ing the nineteenth century, Zaitsev's reputation may well
have flowered like that of Markovnikov, but it was to be
nearly 100 years before the full potential of sulfoxides
and sulfonium salts in organic synthesis was realized.
Today it is difficult to imagine modern organic synthe-
sis without methods based on the chemistry of the sul-
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(oxides and sulfur ylides that have been developed since
the 1960's (13).

It is clear from Butlerov's writings that he rated
Zaitsev's graduate research in sulfur chemistry far above
the work he had done in Paris, and it was the papers
describing the work that Zaitsev had carried out in
Kolbe's laboratories that Butlerov cited in several glow-
ing recommendation letters that he wrote for him. In-
deed, it is not inconceivable that Butlerov himself may
have advised his protégé to continue his work in this
area. Whatever the underlying reasons, Zaitsev contin-
ued to study the chemistry of organic sulfur compounds
after his return to Russia, at least until after his appoint-
ment as Professor of Chemistry at Kazan'.

By the early 1870's, Zaitsev had begun to publish
papers describing the synthesis and transformations of
alcohols, and by far the majority of his scientific papers
are concerned with this field of study, where he did much
to further Butlerov's influence on the development of
Russian organic chemistry. His first independent con-
tribution was the discovery that carboxylic acid chlo-
rides could be reduced cleanly to the corresponding pri-
mary alcohols with 3% sodium amalgam in dry ether
with acetic acid as a buffering agent and hydrogen source
(14). Zaitsev applied this reaction to several acid chlo-
rides, including succinyl chloride. During the reduction
of succinyl chloride with sodium amalgam he discov-
ered a new product whose analysis agreed with its for-
mulation as succinaldehyde, and which would thus pro-
vide evidence of aldehydes as intermediates in his acid
chloride reduction; with further work, however, he
proved the structure to be that of y-butyrolactone; this
constituted the first synthesis of this compound (15).

Butlerov's influence pervades most of Zaitsev's sci-
entific work, but nowhere is it more apparent than in his
work with dialkylzinc reagents. In 1864, Butlerov had
prepared tert-butyl alcohol by the reaction between
phosgene and dimethylzinc, a method he subsequently
extended to the reaction between acid chlorides, in gen-
eral, and a dialkylzinc (4). The report of this result con-
firmed the existence of tertiary alcohols, a possibility
that had been predicted from a theoretical standpoint
four years earlier by Kolbe. As a Butlerov student work-
ing under Kolbe's direction when the synthesis of tert-
butyl alcohol was reported, Zaitsev must have been un-
der intense pressure to acquire an interest in the synthe-
sis of alcohols by means of dialkylzinc reagents. Cer-
tainly, Zaitsev's major contribution to organic synthesis
was to extend the work of Butlerov in the applications
of dialkylzinc reagents in organic synthesis. Zaitsev
extended the Butlerov reaction to other carbonyl com-
pounds, including ketones and other acid derivatives;
lie showed that the reaction between dimethylzinc or

diethylzinc and an ester or ketone would afford the ter-
tiary alcohol (16). At this time, also, his brother and
student, Mikhail Mikhailovich, showed that the reac-
tion between a dialkylzinc and an anhydride would give
a ketone (I7). Zaitsev also showed that the reaction be-
tween a dialkylzinc reagent and a ketone may, like the
Grignard reaction, give reduction rather than addition:
the reaction between 4-heptanone and dipropylzinc fails
to give the tertiary alcohol, and the secondary alcohol
obtained by reduction of the ketone is the major prod-
uct of this reaction (I8). In many ways, it was Zaitsev
rather than his mentor who pioneered the use of
dialkylzinc reagents for the synthesis of alcohols.

In addition to his own work, Zaitsev further influ-
enced the development of organic chemistry—espe-
cially organozinc chemistry—through his students, sev-
eral of whom founded their own schools. One of the
most brilliant and highly regarded of Zaitsev's students
was Egor Egorevich Vagner (or Wagner) (I849-1903),
later Professor of Chemistry at the University of War-
saw. As a student under Zaitsev between 1870 and 1875,
Vagner developed the first general synthesis of second-
ary alcohols by the reaction between dialkylzincs and
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ethyl formate (19), a reaction which he later extended
to the reaction between dialkylzinc reagents and alde-
hydes (20). Until the advent of the Grignard reaction
some thirty years later, this route was the method of
choice for the formation of secondary alcohols. It is
also interesting to note that the Grignard reaction itself
was developed in an effort to improve the yield of the
Zaitsev-Vagner synthesis by replacing the zinc atom with
a more reactive divalent metal. The Zaitsev-Vagner syn-
thesis of alcohols was rapidly eclipsed by the Grignard
synthesis, which was simpler to carry out, and within
twelve months the Zaitsev-Vagner synthesis had been
relegated to a position of historical interest only. How-
ever, the advent of asymmetric synthesis has added a
touch of irony to the story: whereas the Grignard addi-
tion reaction has proved to be difficult to carry out with
high levels of asymmetric induction, Noyori (21) has
found that the Zaitsev-Vagner addition is amenable to
chiral catalysis to give very high levels of asymmetric
induction in the adduct.

Another of Zaitsev's students whose name is asso-
ciated with synthetic applications of organozinc reagents
is Sergei Nikolaevich Reformatskii (Reformatsky)
(1860-I934), later Professor of Chemistry at the Uni-
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versity of Kiev. In his own work, Zaitsev had shown
that allylzinc reagents are particularly easy to prepare,
and the extension of the concept to a-halocarbonyl com-
pounds must have been a logical one. Certainly, it was
Zaitsev who suggested to Reformatskii that he should
study the formation and addition reactions of organozinc
reagents from a-bromocarboxylic esters. The reaction
was first carried out at Kazan' in 1887, so the reaction
now known under Reformatskii's name (22) was actu-
ally discovered in Zaitsev's laboratory. Until the devel-
opment of the strong lithium amide bases in the 1970's
made preformed lithium enolates routinely available,
and the subsequent resurgence of the aldol addition re-
action as a method for carbon-carbon bond formation
(23), the Reformatskii reaction was the only major syn-
thetic method which could be used to prepare 13-
hydroxycarbonyl compounds from aldehydes and ke-
tones without significant dehydration.

Zaitsev's master's dissertation described the oxi-
dation of sulfides, and during his doctoral work he be-
gan to study the oxidation of unsaturated organic com-
pounds. His interest in oxidation reactions continued
for many years after his doctoral studies, and he pio-
neered the use of alkaline potassium permanganate for
the oxidation of fatty acids (24). However, it remained
for his student Vagner to realize that this reaction could
be applied generally to the oxidation of unsaturated com-
pounds to the corresponding 1,2-diols (25), thus pro-
viding a method for fixing the location of double bonds
in a molecule. In this form the reaction was widely ap-
plied to structural problems in terpene chemistry as the
Wagner oxidation.

The third of Zaitsev's students to have a signifi-
cant impact on the development of modern organic
chemistry was Aleksandr Erminingel' dovich Arbuzov,
who succeeded his mentor as Professor of Chemistry at
Kazan' . Arbuzov was to achieve eminence as an orga-
nophosphorus chemist, and he carried out pioneering
research into the chemistry of organic phosphorus com-
pounds. As a graduate student under Zaitsev, Arbuzov
had begun his studies by carrying out the synthesis of
allyl methyl phenyl carbinol, which was published in
Russian in 1901 (26). However, the advent of Grignard
reagents quickly rendered Arbuzov's initial studies rather
moot; the Grignard reagents were easier to make and
handle, and the Grignard reaction gave higher yields.
For his master's dissertation, he submitted a thesis on
phosphorous acid (27), on the chemistry of which he
built an eminent career. Arbuzov's impact on modern
synthetic organic chemistry is somewhat indirect: the
phosphonate esters produced by the Arbuzov-Michae-
lis rearrangement (28) are the source of the phosphonate
anions that are the key reagents in the Wadsworth-
Emmons olefination reaction (29).
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The paper for which Zaitsev's name is included
in most organic chemistry textbooks—the paper in
which he first expounded the empirical rule for elimi-
nation reactions now associated with his name—ap-
peared in Liebigs Annalen der Chemie and Pharmazie
in 1875 (30). Oddly enough, this paper was often
quoted during the ensuing century, but it was not until
the 1960's that Zaitsev's name was attached to his rule
in most undergraduate textbooks. Even more diagnos-
tic of the changing emphases in organic chemistry: al-
though undergraduate organic chemistry textbooks
published during the 1990's still include extensive dis-
cussion of the Saytzeff Rule and the underlying rea-
sons for Saytzeff orientation in elimination reactions,
they now specify his discovery of the sulfoxides as
Zaitsev's major contribution to the development of
modern organic chemistry.

Much of the impetus behind the work that led to
the Saytzeff Rule, as it is usually spelled in textbooks,
was provided by Markovnikov's doctoral dissertation,
where it was implied that elimination should be the
opposite of addition: that elimination should follow
what we now call the Hofmann route instead of the
Zaitsev route. It is fairly clear that Zaitsev formulated

his rule largely on the basis of published data, as well
as those of his students Grabovskii and Vagner, and that
it was published strictly as an empirical rule for pre-
dicting the regiochemistry of the dehydrohalogenation
reactions of alkyl iodides. What has not been well pub-
licized, however, is the fact that Popov (then a student
in Kekulé 's laboratory in Bonn) had proposed the pos-
sibility of a similar empirical rule in December, 1871,
in a letter describing his proposed scheme for the oxi-
dation of tert-amyl alcohol to his mentor, Butlerov. In
1872 Popov published a paper on the oxidation of ke-
tones with chromic acid, in which he raised the possi-
bility of the elimination of 3-methyl-2-butanol to the
trisubstituted alkene as a possible first step in the cleav-
age reaction to acetone and acetic acid (31). In 1873,
he presented the same view of elimination, illustrating
it with the same oxidation reactions, at a chemical con-
ference in Kazan'. In this presentation, he also postu-
lated that proposals made for dehydration reactions
might equally be extended to dehydrohalogenation re-
actions (32). Although it is likely that Zaitsev was un-
aware of Popov's letter to Butlerov, he was certainly
aware of Popov's views on oxidation reactions: in his
first paper with Vagner (19) he cites Popov's paper in
Liebigs Annalen. Nevertheless, in the paper describing
Zaitsev's Rule, he gives credit only to Vagner and
Grabovskii. The reasons for this are not clear, but after
a reading of Popov's Annalen paper it is difficult to see
just how this work, at least, would have impacted
Zaitsev's thinking in more than a peripheral way (cer-
tainly, this author would not have felt obligated to quote
the Popov paper had he been writing Zaitsev's paper).

Zaitsev spent his entire academic career at Kazan'
University, teaching and carrying out research in the
tradition of Butlerov before him. In 1878, he wrote a
477-page textbook of organic chemistry (with a 42-page
preface); in I890 it was superseded by a larger, 873-
page edition which was used until 1902. Although not
a founding member, Zaitsev was among the first to join
the Russian Physical Chemical Society, serving as its
president in 1905,1908, and 1909 and as its Vice-Presi-
dent in 1903 and 1910. In I885 he was appointed a
corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences, and
in I903 he was made an honorary member of Kiev
University. As a teacher, Zaitsev followed the traditions
of his own mentors, Butlerov and Kolbe. Like his men-
tors, Zaitsev was a "hands-on" teacher, known for his
frequent appearances in the laboratory, and he inspired
both respect and loyalty in his students.

When viewed as a body, Zaitsev's seventy-five sci-
entific papers are characterized by the same empiricism
that pervades most nineteenth-century organic chemis-
try: Zaitsev's Rule is an empirical statement which was
couched in empirical terms; many of his observations
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of the reactivity of dialkylzinc reagents with carbonyl
compounds are couched in empirical terms. In none of
his papers do we find any of the mechanistic discus-
sions which characterize more modern papers. Never-
theless, when viewed from the perspective of the last
decade of the twentieth century, Zaitsev's contributions
were widespread and seminal. Unfortunately for
Zaitsev, however, much of their importance was not
recognized until many decades after his death.

In many ways, Zaitsev was fortunate to live at the
time he did. During his lifetime, Russian organic chem-
istry was characterized by an inventiveness and a vi-
brancy which it has seldom achieved since, with the
frontiers of the science being thrust forward by such
luminaries as Butlerov, Vagner, Favorskii , Zelinskii, and
Markovnikov. Perhaps it was his misfortune, also. In
the absence of such company, perhaps his own contri-
butions to the science would have been recognized ear-
lier, and his own star would have shone more brightly.
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